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Master your
instrument, master
your craft, and then
forget about all that

crap and play.
—Charlie Parker

FORMSANDTECHNIQUESOF FICTION

crw 5364— 28580 Forms& Techniques of Fiction
hssn 215 —Wednesday 6:00–-8:50 pm— January 19 -–May 5, 2016

José de Piérola, Ph.D.
jdepierola@utep.edu — office: Education Building 906 / hours: wednesdays 3:00–5:00 pm

Introduction
Fiction writing entails the mastery of three interre-
lated skills: foundational techniques, literary imag-
ination and a vision. These comprise the poetics of
the writer.This class will help students identify and
emphasize those aspects of technique that are foun-
dational to their practice as writers. In addition, it
will reviewmajor forms of fiction writing: the short
story, the novella and the novel.
This class will be organized in three blocks. In the

first part, we will review basic fiction writing tech-
niques by reading relevant texts andproducing texts
whosemain goal is to address and cement such tech-
niques. In the second part of the class we will read
significant examples of several forms of fiction. We

will read each one as an opportunity to discuss tech-
nique, but we will also read them for their meaning
and their implied poetics. In the third part of the
class we will workshop fiction pieces written by stu-
dents to put in practice what we have learned.
Students are expected to read and write through-

out the semester, and are expected to organize their
time to complete assignments thatwill require them
to write from one page (≈300 words) to five pages
(≈1,500 words) per week, and read from 50 to 200
pages per week. The final project will consist of a
portfolio that will include: a glossary of fictional
techniques, writing exercises and a completed piece
of fiction.
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“A novel is in its broadest definition
a personal impression of life; that, to
begin with, constitutes its value,

which is greater or less according to
the intensity of the impression.”

—Henry James

Course Goals
• Provide students with the fundamental tools to
write fiction

• Show students the possible forms used in fiction

• Help them develop a habit of reading as a writer
• Give students a chance to reexamine their prac-
tice as writers

Required Texts
The following texts are required to complete the class assignments and to participate in our discussions.
Make sure that you have access to the required texts.

Nonfiction
• Francine Prose: Reading Like a Writer
(Harper Collins isbn 978-0-06-077704-3)

• John Gardner:The Art of Fiction
(Vintage isbn 978-0679734031)

• Stephen King:On Writing
(Scribner isbn 0-684-85352-3)

• Short excerpts fromother bookswill be provided
via Blackboard a week before they are required.

Fiction
• Roberto Bolaño:Distant Star
(NewDirections isbn 978-0811215862)

• Joyce Carol Oates: Rape: A Love Story
(Da Capo Press isbn 978-0786714827)

• Orhan Pamuk:A Strangeness in My Mind
(Knopf isbn 978-0307700292)

• Marina Lewycka:A Short History of Tractors in
Ukrainian (Penguin isbn 978-0143036746)

• Michael Ondaatje: Coming Through Slaughter
(Vintage isbn 978-0679767855)

• W.G. Sebald:The Rings of Saturn
(NewDirections isbn 978-0811214131)

Communication Channels
Most of the interaction in this class will happen in our weekly meetings. Nevertheless, when you have
questions about the class, the readings or the assignments, consider the following options:

• office hours: Wednesdays 3:00 – 5:00 pm @
educ 906.This is the best option. If these hours
conflict with other classes, contact me.

• Email:jdepierola@utep.edu. I reply to emails
once a day, starting at 5 pm, and in the order in

which they were received. If you send an email af-
ter 5 pm, I will reply to it the following day.

• If everything else fails, and you need to reach me,
call the CreativeWritingDepartment at (915)747-
5713 during business hours.

mailto:jdepierola@utep.edu
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“For any writer, the ability to
look at a sentence and see what’s
superfluous, what can be altered,

revised, expanded, and,
especially, cut, is essential.”

—Francine Prose

Guidelines
• Students are expected to follow basic email eti-
quette for an academic setting.

• Students are expected to read each week’s selec-
tion in advance. Students should secure access
to the books listed under “Required Texts.” The
other readings listed under “Program” will be
available via Blackboard.

• Students are expected to understand the purpose
of themaster scenewhichwill be the basis for
the creative response (see “Assignments”).

• Students are expected to attend every class, and ar-
rive on time. important: Students cannotmiss
more than 3 classes, unless there are provable im-
pediments, and these merit special consideration.

• Assignments should be turned in as a pdf file
to my email address jdepierola@utep.edu by
Tuesday 6:00 pm (the day before class). Name

your assignment using the following conven-
tion: Week99--LastName. For instance, if your
last name is James, your assignment for Week 3
should be named: Week03--James.

• important: Assignments that do not follow
this naming convention will not be accepted.

• Assignments should be formatted in letter sized
paper, with 1 inch margins and in 12 point Geor-
gia, Palatino or Garamond. Assignments longer
than twopages should have the following header:
Last name / Assignment / Page number.
Example: James / Book Review / 9.

• Your fiction piece should be formatted using
the guidelines above, with the exception of the
right margin, which should be: 2.5′′.

• Students are expected to read the novellas and
novels under consideration ahead of time.

Assignments
• creative response: Due the weeks when
we discuss texts on fiction technique (see “Pro-
gram”), this is a two page (≈600 words) cre-
ative response in which you rewrite themaster
scene focusing on the aspect of technique of
the week. Some of these will be revised and com-
mented in class.

• analysis: Due the weeks when we read fic-
tion (see “Program”), this is a two page (≈600
words) analysis of one of the fiction texts for the
weekwith an in-depth discussion of technique or
form.Well chosen examples are a must.

• presentation: Due from Week 2 to Week 13.
This is a 20 minute professional presentation on
fictional piece, focusing on form and technique.
Students are encouraged to use additional mate-
rials and visual aids as needed.

• editorial review: Due on each workshop
day, this is an assessment of a classmate’s submis-
sion. Guidelines will be provided.

• fiction piece: Submitted in three stages:
draft 1 (Week 10), draft 2 (Week 12) and
manuscript (Week 15). This fiction piece
should be at least 10 pages long (≈3,000 words).
The fiction piece could be a new project, or a new
section of a work in progress, but in either case,
itmust be newmaterial.

• portfolio:This is the final project for the class.
It consists of three parts: 1. glossary: at least
tennarrative techinques explainedwith examples
(≈1,500words); 2. preface: a short discussion of
your editing process as you went from draft 1
to draft 2, and then to manuscript (≈1,200
words); and 3. The final draft of the fiction
piece, as close as possible for submission.

mailto:jdepierola@utep.edu
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“A short-story writer should be
brave. It’s a sad fact to acknowledge,

but that’s the way it is.”

University Policy Statements
PLAGIARISM&ACADEMICDISHONESTY STATEMENT
Cheating is unethical and not acceptable. Plagiarism is using information or original wording in a paper
without giving credit to the source of that information or wording, and it is also not acceptable. Do not
submitwork under your name that youdid not do yourself. Youmaynot submitwork for this class that you
did for another class. If you are found tobe cheating or plagiarizing, youwill be subject to disciplinary action,
per utep catalog policy. Refer to http://www.utep.edu/dos/acadintg.htm for further information.

ACCESSIBILITY STATEMENT
Iwillmake any reasonable accommodations for studentswith limitations due to disabilities, including learn-
ing disabilities. Please, e-mail me during the first two weeks or make an appointment to discuss any special
needs you might have. If you have a documented disability and require specific accommodations, you will
need to contact the Center for Accommodations and Support Services in the East Union Building, Room
106 within the first two weeks of classes.The Center for Accommodations and Support Services can also be
reached in the following ways: web: http://www.sa.utep.edu/cass

phone: (915)747-5148 voice or tty
fax: (915)747-8712

email: cass@utep.edu

Program
Week 1—jan 20: the word
• gardner: “Diction” (101–103) •prose:
“Two: Words” • king: “Toolbox: 1”
• oliver: “Sound” • in class

Week 2—jan 27: the sentence
• prose: “Three: Sentences” • gardner:
“Sentence Variety” (103–109) • fish:
“Four” to “Seven” • sentence

Week 3—feb 3: the paragraph
• prose: “Four: Paragraphs” • king:
“Toolbox: 4” • paragraph

Week 4—feb 10: point of view
• prose: “Five: Narration” • gardner:
“Point ofView” •vargas llosa: “Nar-
rator and Narrative Space” • point of
view

• blackboard—discussion board

Week 5—feb 17: the character
• stanislavsky: “8. Faith and a Sense
of Truth,” “9. EmotionMemory”&“12.
Inner Motive Forces” • prose: “Five:
Character” • character sketch

Week 6—feb 24: the structure
• gardner: “7. Plotting” • mullan:
“6. Structure” • gardner: “Delay”
• lodge: “3. Suspense” • suspense

Week 7—mar 2: the dialogue
• prose: “Seven: Dialogue” • mullan:
“5. Voices” • dialogue

• spring break: march 7 to 11

Week 8—mar 16: short forms
• cortázar: “Por escrito gallina una”
• monterroso: “The Eclipse” • mon-
terroso: “The Dinosaur” • chopin:
“The Story of an Hour” • barthelme:
“The School” • nabokov: “Symbols
and Signs” • atwood: “Happy End-
ings” • analysis

• blackboard—discussion board

Week 9—mar 23: short story
• hemingway: “The Short and Happy
Life of Francis Macomber” • munro:
“To Reach Japan” • james: “The Real
Thing” • kafka: “A Hunger Artist”
• analysis

Week 10—mar 30: novella
• bolaño: Distant Star • oates: Rape:
A Love Story • analysis • fiction
piece: draft 1

Week 11—apr 6: draft 1
• Workshop • editorial review

Week 12—apr 13: experiments
• ondaatje: Coming Through Slaughter
• sebald:The Rings of Saturn • analy-
sis • fiction piece: draft 2

• blackboard—discussion board

Week 13—apr 20: draft 2
• Workshop • editorial review

Week 14—apr 27: novel
• pamuk: A Strangeness in My Mind
• lewycka: A Short History of Trac-

tors in Ukrainian •analysis • fiction
piece: manuscript

Week 15—may 4:manuscript
• Workshop • editorial review
• portfolio due: may 6

“Hold the reader’s attention. (This
is likely to work better if you can
hold your own.) But you don’t

know who the reader is, so it’s like
shooting fish with a slingshot in
the dark. What fascinates A will

bore the pants off B.”

Grading Policy
• Creative Responses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15%
• Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15%
• Presentation& Participation . . . . 20%
• Workshop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10%
• Portfolio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40%

http://www.utep.edu/dos/acadintg.htm
http://www.sa.utep.edu/cass
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